
CHN-USA  Sports Union  & Industry Volleyball Club

中美体育联盟

Come immerse yourself in this great volleyball camp this summer. We are inviting you to join this 11 days intensive volleyball 
camp in China. This will be an incredibly fun trip for you to not only practice and play with the top youth Chinese team, but 
also you get to tour and see amazing cities like Shanghai, Nanjing and Suzhou in China

 
HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE

Training for all skill levels and playing against top notch city level youth teams in China
Building and improving fundamental skills 
Experiencing different practice drills run by the Chinese team
Sightseeing four major cities in China for a new experience of modern city

CAMP LEADERS AND COACHES

Meaghan Wheeler (USA) 
Industry Volleyball Club director and head coach. She has been the club director and driving force behind the club for the past 3 
seasons. After a stellar collegiate career that included being nationally ranked in the top 10 her junior year in kills per set and points per 
set in Womens Division I volleyball, a top 15 ranking her senior year, and breaking 7 different school records including career kills, kills 
per set, kills per match and points per set, Meaghan has come back to the valley and is currently pursuing a professional career on the 
AVP pro beach tour. She is a NESTA certified Sports Nutrition Specialist and the lead coach at the Industry VBC. With a deep coaching 
and playing background coupled with her knowledge of sports nutrition and athletic training her ability to help players reach all of their 
volleyball and athletic goals is unparalleled.

Edison Zhou (USA)

Industry Volleyball Coach and a former Chinese National Team member.  He is an impressive 6' 7" setter who has a world class 
background, coming up through the highly competitive ranks in China and competing as the starting setter for the Chinese national 
team and with professional teams in China he has a background like no other coach or player in our area. He's already making 
significant contributions within the club with his amazing technical proficiency, background and ability to instruct at all levels.

Chinese Coaches and Sports schools

We will be training and playing against Shanghai, Suzhou, and Nanjing Sports school. They are ranked top 10 sports schools in China 

CAMP DATES & PRICES

DATE: June 20- June 30, 2019 (11 DAYS)
PROGRAMS: All Skills
AGE GROUP: 15-16 (Parents are welcome)
GENDER: Girls (Parents)
PRICE: $2,860 /Person which includes Meals, Logging, transportations from city to city and airport to hotels, any sightseeing tickets, 
and service fee. Chinese visa and round trip airplane ticket and insurance will be applied and booked together but excluded from this 
price. 

CONTACT AND RESERVE INFORMATION

Edison Zhou 
Phone 213-273-4259
Email zhouhong10_01@cloud.com

China Camp 2019 - Industry
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Please note the following 

5) Nightly free activities can be decided upon request as a group. If you'd like to go out on your own, please make sure it is a group of last least 6 people (2 families)

7) You can use your U.S mobile in China with additional charges or you can purchase a China Mobile SIM card to make local calls or receive calls. Please have your roaming future 
actived before you leave the country

Meeting at LAX 3 hours before 
departure (10:00am)

17:50pm Delta Arrival @ PVG shanghai 
international airport (DL89 13.50hrs 
duration)

20:00pm check in at Hotel. Dinner 
and enjoy your first night in Shanghai

China is 13 hours ahead of us. 
We fly out on 6/20 and will be 
arrive in China day +1

6/27/19 Thursday

7am - 8:30am Breakfast at the hotel                                        
9am Nanjing Fuzimiao

12:00pm  Lunch                                   
15:00pm Nanjing Sports School Practice 
and Match

18:00pm Dinner                                 
19:30 Movie Night or 

6/28/2019 Friday

7am - 8:30am Breakfast at the hotel                                        
9am Speed Train to SuZhou (1.5hr 
duration)                                                  

11:00pm Arrive at the hotel check in 
and Lunch                                   
15:00pm Suzhou Sports School Practice 
and Match

18:00pm Dinner                                 
19:30 Free activities

6/25/19 Tuesday

7am - 8:30am Breakfast at the hotel                                        
9am Speed Train to Nanjing (2hr 
duration)                                            
11:30am check in at the hotel

12:00pm  Lunch                                   
15:00pm Nanjing Sports School Practice 
and Match

18:00pm Dinner                                 
19:30 Wanda Mall

6/26/19 Wednesday

7am - 8:30am Breakfast at the hotel                                        
9am Nanjing University City

12:00pm  Lunch                                   
15:00pm Nanjing Sports School Practice 
and Match

18:00pm Dinner                                 
19:30 Nanjing XingJie Road (Shopping 
Center)

Weekly Itinerary

6/23/19 Sunday

7am - 8:30am Breakfast at the hotel                                       
9am  Shanghai Science and Technology 
Museum

12:00pm  Lunch                                   
15:00pm Shanghai Nanjing Road 
Walkway (shopping center)

18:00pm Dinner                            
19:30pm Free Activities

6/20/19 Thursday

13:00pm Delta Departure @ LAX (DL89 
13.50hrs duration)

Subject to change depending on 
final flight booking

6/22/19 Satudary

7am - 8:30am Breakfast at the hotel                                                                      
Rest in the AM

12:00pm  Lunch                                   
15:00pm Shanghai Sports school 
Practice and Match

18:00pm Dinner                            
19:30pm The Bund in Shanghai

6/21/19 Friday

6/29/28 Saturday

7am - 8:30am Breakfast at the hotel                                        
9am Suzhou One Day Tour

12:00pm  Lunch                                   
13:00pm Suzhou One day Tour

18:00pm Dinner                                 
19:30 Free activities

6/24/19 Monday

7am - 8:30am Breakfast at the hotel                                        
9am Shanghai Oriental Land

12:00pm  Lunch                                   
15:00pm Shanghai Sports school 
Practice and Match                            

18:00pm Dinner                            
19:30pm City God Temple of 
Shanghai

9) Visa is required entering China. Application fee is $140 for multiple entries valid 10 years. All information can be find online at http://losangeles.china-
consulate.org/eng/visa/chinavisa/.  I can arrange third party agency to apply Chinese Visa for you with a service charge. Please make sure you have a valid U.S passport for traveling

1) All hotels are 3 stars level above with excellent services (Smiliar as Holiday inn,  Courtyard Marriott and Hilton in the U.S)

2) Meals are included with purchase. Mostly Chinese food. If American food is available, can be considered

6) Any personal injuries and personal belongs and assets lost, company shall not be responsible. There are insurance you can purchase for to cover any losses

8) Chinese Currency (you can get exchanged at a local bank or at the airport) and your American Credit Card and Debit card (need to be flagged with travel notice) are accepted in 
China. 

20:15pm Delta airline Departure @ 
PVG Shanghai International airport 
(DL88 12hrs duration) 19:25pm Delta 
airline Arrival @ LAX 

3) Practices and Matches are only on the weekdays. Chinese school and volleyball teams are not available on the weekends

4) Transportations from city to city and airport including speed trains and bus. In the city, we will take taxi, subway, and city bus for destinations

6/30/19 Sunday

7am - 8:30am Breakfast at the hotel                                        
9am Free activities

11:00pm  Lunch                                   
12:00pm Karaoke                                       
15:00pm Bus to Shanghai and Heading 
to the airport

Weekly Planner



Shanghai

One of the four direct-controlled municipalities of China and the most populous city proper in the world, with a population of more than 24 million as of 
2014.[12][13] It is a global financial centre[14] and transport hub, with the world's busiest container port.[15] Located in the Yangtze River Delta, it sits on the south 
edge of the estuary of the Yangtze in the middle portion of the East China coast. The municipality borders the provinces of Jiangsu and Zhejiang to the 
north, south and west, and is bounded to the east by the East China Sea.[16]

As a major administrative, shipping and trading city, Shanghai grew in importance in the 19th century due to trade and recognition of its 
favourable port location and economic potential. The city was one of five treaty portsforced open to foreign trade following the British victory over China in 
the First Opium War. The subsequent 1842 Treaty of Nanking and 1844 Treaty of Whampoa allowed the establishment of the Shanghai International 
Settlement and the French Concession. The city then flourished as a centre of commerce between China and other parts of the world (predominantly 
the Occident), and became the primary financial hub of the Asia-Pacificregion in the 1930s.[17] However, with the Communist Party takeover of the 
mainland in 1949, trade was limited to other socialist countries, and the city's global influence declined. In the 1990s, the economic reformsintroduced 
by Deng Xiaoping resulted in an intense re-development of the city, aiding the return of finance and foreign investment to the city.[18]

Shanghai has been described as the "showpiece" of the booming economy of mainland China;[19][20] renowned for its Lujiazui skyline, and museums and 
historic buildings, such as those along The Bund, as well as the City God Temple and the Yu Garden.

The Bund

The Bund or Waitan (Chinese: 外滩; pinyin: Wàitān , Shanghainese: nga3thae1, literally: "Outer Beach") is a waterfront area in central Shanghai. The area 
centers on a section of Zhongshan Road (East-1 Zhongshan Road) within the former Shanghai International Settlement, which runs along the western 
bank of the Huangpu River in the eastern part of Huangpu District. The area along the river faces the modern skyscrapers of Lujiazui in the Pudong 
District. The Bund usually refers to the buildings and wharves on this section of the road, as well as some adjacent areas. It is one of the most famous 
tourist destinations in Shanghai. Building heights are restricted in the area

History
The Shanghai Bund has dozens of historical buildings, lining the Huangpu River, that once housed numerous banks and trading houses from the United 
Kingdom, France, the United States, Italy, Russia, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, and Belgium, as well as the consulates of Russia and Britain, a 
newspaper, the Shanghai Club and the Masonic Club. The Bund lies north of the old, walled city of Shanghai. It was initially a British settlement; later the 
British and American settlements were combined in the International Settlement. Magnificent commercial buildings in the Beaux Arts style sprung up in the 
years around the turn of the 20th century as the Bund developed into a major financial center of east Asia. Directly to the south, and just northeast of the 
old walled city, the former French Bund (the quai de France , part of the Shanghai French Concession) was of comparable size to the Bund but functioned 
more as a working harbourside.

By the 1940s, the Bund housed the headquarters of many, if not most, of the major financial institutions operating in China, including the "big four" national 
banks in the Republic of China era. However, with the Communist victory in the Chinese civil war, many of the financial institutions were moved out 
gradually in the 1950s, and the hotels and clubs closed or converted to other uses. The statues of colonial figures and foreign worthies which had dotted 
the riverside were also removed.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, with the thawing of economic policy in the People's Republic of China, buildings on the Bund were gradually returned to 
their former uses. Government institutions were moved out in favour of financial institutions, while hotels resumed trading as such. Also during this period, 
a series of floods caused by typhoons motivated the municipal government to construct a tall levee along the riverfront, with the result that the 
embankment now stands some 10 metres higher than street level. The Bunds revitalization began in 1986 with a new promenade by the Dutch Architect 
Paulus Snoeren and has dramatically changed the streetscape of the Bund. In the 1990s, Zhongshan Road (named after Sun Yat-sen), the road on which 
the Bund is centred, was widened to ten lanes. As a result, most of the parkland which had existed along the road disappeared. Also in this period, the 
ferry wharves connecting the Bund and Pudong, which had served the area's original purpose, were removed. A number of pleasure cruises still operate 
from some nearby wharves.

In the 1990s, the Shanghai government attempted to promote an extended concept of the Bund to boost tourism, and land value in nearby areas, as well 
as to reconcile the promotion of "colonial relics" with the Socialist ideology. In its expanded form, the term "Bund" (as "New Bund" or "Northern Bund") was 
used to refer to areas south of the Yan'an Road, and a stretch of riverfront north of the Suzhou River (Zhabei). Such use of the term, however, remains 
rare outside of tourism literature.

From 2008, a major reconfiguration of traffic flow along the Bund was carried out. The first stage of the plan involved the southern end of the Bund, and 
saw the demolition of a section of the Yan'an Road elevated expressway, including removal of the large elevated expressway exit structure that formerly 
dominated the confluence of Yan'an Road and the Bund. A second phase involved the year-long restoration of the century-old Waibaidu Bridge at the 
northern end of the Bund. In a third stage, the former 10-lane Bund roadway was reconstructed in two levels, with six lanes carried in a new tunnel. The 
vacated road space was used to widen the landscaped promenade along the waterfront.[2] The new concrete bridge that was built in 1991 to relieve traffic 
on Waibaidu Bridge was rendered obsolete by the new double-levelled roadway, and demolished.

The Bund was reopened to the public on Sunday 28 March 2010 after restoration for the 2010 Expo.[3]

A stampede occurred on December 31, 2014, at 11:36 p.m. in the waterfront. At least 36 people were killed and 47 injured in the incident. The primary 
incident[4] took place near Chen Yi Square, where a large crowd, estimated at around 300,000, had gathered for the new year celebration.[5]

The bund is one of the most prominent features when viewed from the Shanghai World Financial Center in Pudong and its observation deck on the 100th 
floor.

City God Temple of Shanghai
City Temple of Shanghai is a folk temple located in the old city of Shanghai, China. It commemorates the elevation of Shanghai to municipal status and is 
the site of the veneration of three Chinese figures honored as the city gods of the town. It is also known by some locals as the "Old City God Temple", in 
reference to a later "New City God Temple" which no longer exists

Regardless of size, many walled cities in ancient China contained a temple dedicated to one or more immortal or god as the spirit(s) or protector(s) of the 
city.
The City God Temple in Shanghai originated as the Jinshan God Temple, dedicated to the spirit of Jinshan, or "Gold Mountain", an island off the coast of 
Shanghai. It was converted into a City God Temple in 1403, during the Yongle era of the Ming dynasty.
During the Qing Dynasty, the temple grew popular. Residents of the old city as well as nearby areas visited the temple to pray for good fortune and peace. 
The temple reached its largest extent in the Daoguang era. The popularity of the temple also led to many businesses being set up in the area, turning the 
surrounding streets into a busy marketplace.
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During the Cultural Revolution, the temple was closed down and used for other purposes. For many years, the main hall was used as a jewellery shop.
In 1951, the Board of Trustees of the City God Temple was dissolved, and the temple was handed over to the Shanghai Taoist Association and made into 
a Taoist center. The institution made changes to the temple, removing statues representing folk underworld personalities such as Yama, the judge of the 
dead, and placing an emphasis on Taoist spirituality instead.
In 1994, the temple was restored to its former use as a temple, with resident Taoist priests. The Temple, together with nearby Yuyuan Garden and the 
surrounding streets, are now part of a large pedestrian zone dedicated to restaurants and retail.
A complete restoration of the City God Temple took place between 2005 and 2006. In October 2006 the place of worship was reopened and 
reconsecrated by Taoist clergymen.[3]
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Shanghai Science and Technology Museum

History
Century Square was built in 1995,[4] and the Shanghai Science and Technology Museum was planned for its western side as a key project for popularizing 
science in the Yangtze Delta region.[5] As part of the Huamu Civic Center, it was also intended to help drive Pudong's continued development away 
from Lujiazui and other neighborhoods along the banks of the Huangpu River.[6] The museum completed its conference and meeting halls in time to host 
the APEC Leaders' Meeting on 20 & 21 October 2001,[7] receiving Chinese paramount leader Jiang Zemin, Russian president Vladimir Putin, and 
US president George W. Bush.

The Science and Technology Museum completed its first phase of construction and opened its exhibits to the general public on 18 December 2001.[5] Its 
initial themes were the harmony of nature, mankind, and technology(Chinese: 自然·人·科技, Zìrán, Rén, Kējì ) and its first five exhibition halls were 
devoted to "Heaven and Earth", "Life", "Wisdom", "Creativity", and "the Future".[8]

The second phase of the project opened in May 2005, at which time it was the first science and technology museum authenticated to meet ISO 
9000/14000 quality and environmental standards.[5] Between its opening and 2010, it attracted 19.5 million visitors.[5] The children's area and Light of 
Wisdom exhibition were renovated from January to May 2010,[9] ahead of the Shanghai World Expo held that year. Initially named a AAAA-rated tourist 
attraction by the CNTA,[5] the Shanghai Science and Technology Museum has since been upgraded to AAAAA status.[10] US president Barack Obama held 
a town hall meeting with Shanghainese students at the Science and Technology Museum on 16 November 2009 during his state visit.

Architecture
The original design of the museum was managed by Shanghai-based Creative Star Digital, who planned it to accommodate 2–3 million visitors per 
year.[citation needed ] It cost 3.75 billion rmb[1] ($180 million)[12] with an investment of 1,755 billion rmb.[citation needed ][clarification needed ] The museum building is an 
ascending spiral rising from one to five floors,[12] intended to symbolize scientific and technological progress.[5] The enormous glass sphere at its center 
denotes the rise of life out of water.[5] Its grounds cover an area of 6.8 hectares (17 acres),[5][12] with a floor space of 98,000 square meters 
(1,050,000 sq ft).[5] 65,500 square meters (705,000 sq ft) of this is used for the exhibition space.[citation needed ] The museum's HVAC was digitized and advanced 
enough for its time that it was once considered for a separate exhibit of its own.[7]

As part of Pudong's Huamu Civic Center, the museum building helps anchor the southern end of the district's principal thoroughfare Century 
Avenue,[6] facing onto the 250,000-square-meter (2,700,000 sq ft) Century Square, with its underground shopping area and subway station.[4] Century 
Park lies nearby and, together, the complex has helped rebrand the district and encourage luxury housing developments in the surrounding area.[6]
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Oriental Land (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZmzQjuMTQI)

Built in 2000, Oriental Land is a park consisting of eight districts with 16 natural and cultural sites and many facilities to satisfy all kinds of needs at different 
ages and levels. Visitors can also participate in over 30 activities, such as rock climbing, science discovery, outdoor training, and military experiences.

Close to the beautiful Dianshan Lake, the park covers 56 square kilometers (21 square miles), of which 20 square kilometers (7 square miles) is the water 
area. To the south, you may walk along the lake, cross some bridges and through the forest. The bamboo grove and some different-shaped stones will 
come into view. To the north, rows of over 30 villas of Spanish, English and American style show each country's culture. You can also enjoy all kinds of 
modern sports facilities in this area, like tennis courts, volleyball halls and swimming pools. To the east of the park, a large aircraft carrier stands to 
represent modern military. Walking to the west, you can see Moon Bay and Fisherman Dock. Walking along Lakeshore Avenue, you may appreciate the 
beautiful sunset of Dianshan Lake. 
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Suzhou
Suzhou, formerly romanized as Soochow, is a major city located in southeastern Jiangsu Province of East China, about 100 km (62 mi) northwest 
of Shanghai. It is a major economic center and focal point of trade and commerce, and the largest city in the province. The city is situated on the lower 
reaches of the Yangtze River and the shores of Lake Tai and belongs to the Yangtze River Delta region. Administratively, Suzhou is a prefecture-level 
city with a population of 4.33 million in its city proper, and a total resident population (as of 2013) of 10.58 million in its administrative area.[5][6] Its urban 
population grew at an unprecedented rate of 6.5% between 2000 and 2014, which is the highest among cities with more than 5 million people.[7][8]

Founded in 514 BC, Suzhou has over 2,500 years of history, with an abundant display of relics and sites of historical interest. Around AD 100, during 
the Eastern Han Dynasty, it became one of the ten largest cities in the world mostly due to emigration from Northern China.[9][10] Since the 10th-
century Song Dynasty, it has been an important commercial center of China. During the Ming and Qing Dynasty, Suzhou was a national economic, 
cultural, and commercial[11] center, as well as the largest non-capital city in the world, until the 1860 Taiping Rebellion.[12] When Li Hongzhang and Charles 
George Gordon recaptured the city three years later, Shanghai had already taken its predominant place in the nation.[13] Since major economic reforms 
began in 1978, Suzhou has become one of the fastest growing major cities in the world, with GDP growth rates of about 14% in the past 35 years.[5][14] With 
high life expectancy and per capita incomes, Suzhou's Human Development Index ratings is roughly comparable to a moderately developed country, 
making it one of the most highly developed and prosperous cities in China.[4]

The city's canals, stone bridges, pagodas, and meticulously designed gardens have contributed to its status as one of the top tourist attractions in China. 
The Classical Gardens of Suzhou were added to the list of the UNESCO World Heritage Sites in 1997 and 2000. Suzhou is often dubbed the "Venice of 
the East" or "Venice of China".[15][16][17]

Suzhou Industrial Park

The Suzhou Industrial Park (SIP) is the largest cooperative project between the Chinese and Singaporean governments. It is beside Jinji Lake, which lies 
to the east of the Suzhou Old City. On 26 February 1994, Vice Premier Li Lanqing and Senior Minister Lee Kuan Yew represented China and Singapore 
respectively in signing the Agreement to jointly develop Suzhou Industrial Park (originally called the Singapore Industrial Park). The project officially 
commenced on 12 May in the same year. SIP has a jurisdiction area of 288 km2, of which, the China-Singapore cooperation area covers 80 km2 with a 
planned residential population of 1.2 million.[42]

SIP is home to the Suzhou Dushu Lake Science and Education Innovation District, an area of universities and higher education institutions, 
including Soochow University (苏州大学) and Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University (西交利物浦大学).

Humble Administrator's Garden  拙政园
 is a Chinese garden in Suzhou, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of the most famous of the gardens of Suzhou.  it is the largest garden in Suzhou 
and is considered by some to be the finest garden in all of southern China.[1]

On the garden's site was first built a garden during the Shaoxing period (1131-1162) of the Southern Song Dynasty. Afterwards it changed ownership, and 
was destroyed or modified continually.[2] It was the residence and garden of Lu Guimeng, a Tang Dynasty scholar. Later in the Yuan Dynasty it became the 
Dahong Temple's garden.

In 1513, Wang Xiancheng, an Imperial Envoy and poet of the Ming Dynasty, created a garden on the site of the dilapidated Dahong Temple which had 
been burnt during the Ming conquest. In 1510, he retired to his native home of Suzhou on the occasion of his father's death. He had experienced a 
tumultuous official life punctuated by various demotions and promotions, and gave up his last official post as magistrate of Yongjia county in Zhejiang 
province, and began to work on the garden.[3] This garden, meant to express his fine taste, received close attention from the renowned artist, Suzhou 
native, and friend, Wen Zhengming. The garden was named (first evidence around 1517[3]) after a verse by the famous scholar official of the Jin 
Dynasty, Pan Yue, in his prose, An Idle Life , "I enjoy a carefree life by planting trees and building my own house...I irrigate my garden and grow vegetables 
for me to eat...such a life suits a retired official like me well".[4] This verse symbolized Wang's desire to retire from politics and adopt a hermit's life in the 
manner of Tao Yuanming. In the Xianju rhyme-prose, he writes 'This is the way of ruling for an unsuccessful politician'.[3] It took 16 years until 1526 to 
complete. Wen Zhenming wrote an essay Notes of Wang's Humble Administrator's Garden , and painted Landscapes of the Humble Administrator's 
Garden  in 1533 including 31 paintings and poems to commemorate the garden.[4] Wen produced a second album of eight leaves showing sites in the 
garden in 1551, with different views but the same poems as in 1533.[3]

Wang's son lost the garden to pay gambling debts, and it has changed hands many times since. In 1631 the eastern garden was divided from the rest and 
purchased by Wang Xinyi, Vice Minister of the Justice Board.[4] He added many modifications over the next four years, finishing work in 1635. After 
completion it was renamed Dwelling Upon Return to the Countryside  (歸田園居). The central garden was purchased by Jiang Qi, Governor of Jiangsu in 
1738.[4] After extensive renovations he renamed it Garden Rebuilt. In 1860, it became the residence of a Taiping prince, Li Xiucheng, and it was 
remodelled, and the current aspect of the garden is said to be inherited from this period.[2] Also in 1738 the Western Garden was purchased by Ye Shikuan 
Chief Histographer, and renamed The Garden of Books. The Garden of Books was purchased by a Suzhou merchant, Zhang Lüqian, in 1877 and 
renamed The Subsidiary Garden.[4] In 1949 all three parts of the garden were rejoined by the Chinese government and subsequently opened to the public, 
then restored in 1952. In 1997 the garden was given UNESCO World Heritage status.
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Cao Xueqin, author of the Dream of the Red Chamber , is supposed to have lived at the garden during his teenage years – around 1735. Among Chinese 
scholars, it is believed that much of the garden in his novel Dream of the Red Chamber  was inspired by the scenery of the Humble Administrator's 
Garden.

Pingjiang Road
is a street and historic district in Gusu District (formerly the Pingjiang District), northeastern Suzhou, Jiangsu, China.
The main street (Pingjiang Road) is located along Pingjiang He (Chinese:平江河) and is 1,606 metres (5,269 ft) in length. It stretches from Ganjiang 
Donglu (Chinese:干将东路) in the south to Baita Road East (Chinese:白塔东路) in the northwest, near the Humble Administrator's Garden and Suzhou 
Museum. The entire historic district covers an area of 0.4 square kilometres (0.15 sq mi).[1] The city of Suzhou was known as Pingjiang  during Southern 
Song Dynasty. As a major thoroughfare of eastern Suzhou back then, the street carries on the former name of the city. It was featured in the map 
Pingjiang Tu (Chinese:平江图), produced in the year 1229.[2][3] There are 51 smaller alleys intersecting the street. There are also about 3 kilometres (1.9 mi) 
of canals within the historic district.[2][3][4][5]

In 2009, Pingjiang Road is listed as a Zhongguo Lishi Wenhua Mingjie  (Chinese:中国历史文化名街, literally: Famous historical and cultural street of 
China), one of the first nine streets with such title across China.[6] Along with Shantang Street, the area was also declared a Zhongguo Lishi Wenhua 
Jiequ  (Chinese:中国历史文化街区, literally: Historical and cultural block of China) in 2015.[7]

Couple's Retreat Garden (Ou Yuan), a noted Classical Garden located within the historic district, is part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site Classical 
Gardens of Suzhou. Guanqian Street is also in walking distance.[8] There are 2 national-class and 12 provincial-class protection units within the historic 
district. Pingjiang Road undergone a major renovation prior to the 28th Session of the World Heritage Committee which took place in Suzhou in 2004
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Nanjing
Nanjing is the capital of Jiangsu province of the People's Republic of China and the second largest city in the East China region,[b] with an administrative 
area of 6,600 km2 (2,500 sq mi) and a total population of 8,270,500 as of 2016.[4] The inner area of Nanjing enclosed by the city wall is Nanjing City 
(南京城), with an area of 55 km2 (21 sq mi), while the Nanjing Metropolitan Region includes surrounding cities and areas, covering over 
60,000 km2 (23,000 sq mi), with a population of over 30 million.

Situated in the Yangtze River Delta region, Nanjing has a prominent place in Chinese history and culture, having served as the capital of various Chinese 
dynasties, kingdoms and republican governments dating from the 3rd century to 1949,[5] and has thus long been a major center of culture, education, 
research, politics, economy, transport networks and tourism, being the home to one of the world's largest inland ports. The city is also one of the 
fifteen sub-provincial cities in the People's Republic of China's administrative structure,[6] enjoying jurisdictional and economic autonomy only slightly less 
than that of a province.[7] Nanjing has been ranked seventh in the evaluation of "Cities with Strongest Comprehensive Strength" issued by the National 
Statistics Bureau, and second in the evaluation of cities with most sustainable development potential in the Yangtze River Delta. It has also been awarded 
the title of 2008 Habitat Scroll of Honor of China, Special UN Habitat Scroll of Honor Award and National Civilized City.[8] Nanjing boasts many high-quality 
universities and research institutes, with the number of universities listed in 100 National Key Universities ranking third, including Nanjing 
University and Southeast University.[9] The ratio of college students to total population ranks No.1 among large cities nationwide. Nanjing is one of the top 
three Chinese scientific research centers, especially in the chemical sciences, according to the Nature Index.[10]

Nanjing, one of the nation's most important cities for over a thousand years, is recognized as one of the Four Great Ancient Capitals of China. It has been 
one of the world's largest cities, enjoying peace and prosperity despite wars and disasters.[11][12][13][14] Nanjing served as the capital of Eastern Wu, one of the 
three major states in the Three Kingdoms period (211–280); the Eastern Jin and each of the Southern Dynasties (Liu Song, Southern 
Qi, Liang and Chen), which successively ruled southern China from 317–589; the Southern Tang, one of the Ten Kingdoms (937–76); the Ming 
dynasty when, for the first time, all of China was ruled from the city (1368–1421);[15] and the Republic of China (1927–37, 1945–49) prior to its flight 
to Taiwan during the Chinese Civil War.[16] The city also served as the seat of the rebel Taiping Heavenly Kingdom (1851–64) and the Japanese puppet 
regime of Wang Jingwei (1940–45) during the Second Sino-Japanese War. It suffered appalling atrocities in both conflicts, including the Nanjing 
Massacre.

Nanjing has served as the capital city of Jiangsu province since the establishment of the People's Republic of China. It boasts many important heritage 
sites, including the Presidential Palace and Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum. Nanjing is famous for human historical landscapes, mountains and waters such 
as Fuzimiao, Ming Palace, Chaotian Palace, Porcelain Tower, Drum Tower, Stone City, City Wall, Qinhuai River, Xuanwu Lake and Purple Mountain. Key 
cultural facilities include Nanjing Library, Nanjing Museum and Nanjing Art Museum

Nanjing Fuzimiao

In first year of Jianwu reign of Jin Dynasty (CE 317), Nanking Imperial University was founded, initially on northern bank of Qinhuai River, and in the 3rd 
year of Xiankang (CE 337) the campus extended to southern bank. Temple of Confucius was firstly constructed in the national school in the 9th year of 
Taiyuan (CE 384). The place was later destroyed. In the 1st year of Jingyou during Song Dynasty (CE 1034), Confucius Temple was newly constructed on 
former site of imperial university, and was called Fuzimiao area along with Nanking Fuxue.[1][2] The place became Imperial University again in 1365 in the 
early year of Ming Dynasty, and sixteen years later recovered to be the campus of Fuxue. During Qing Dynasty, there were two Xianxue (county schools 
of Shangyuan and Jiangning) in Fuzimiao area. In the end of Qing a primary school jointly sponsored by counties of Nanjing (Jiangning Fu) was 
established there. The current buildings date from the 19th century, in Qing Dynasty, with additions made since then. The temple lost all financial support 
by the state as a result of the revolution of 1911. During the late 1920s to 1931 and again in 1932 it was used as army barracks for troops the KMT regime 
and left in a dilapidated state. Some halls were used as picture gallery.[3] In 1985 Fuzimiao area was restored.

There is Jiangnan Gongyuan near Fuzimiao Temple. It's the largest imperial examination hall in Ming and Qing dynasties.

Throughout its history, the temple along with the around area has been a place for study of Confucianism. There is a small exhibit of folkart within the 
temple
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Xianlin University City

History
The university city was an undeveloped, rural property in 1989, and multi-storied buildings were built there as the city grew. In 2001 the area was named Xianlin 
University City.[2]

In November 2011, an Undergraduate Education Teach Council was established by Nanjing Normal University, Nanjing University, Nanjing University of 
Finance and Economics, Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications, and Nanjing University of Chinese Medicine. The council was created to 
promote modern higher education practices to attract international university students and keep pace with new trends in education.[3]

A College of Geography Science, Nanjing Normal University study was conducted in 2011 to evaluate different aeration methods for removing high levels of nitrogen 
from a heavily polluted river in the Xianlin University Town.[4]
The “Xianlin Science City Development Consortium” was formed by 12 universities on February 25, 2012 to cooperate on research, sharing resources, event planning 
and the development of a "science city", with each university having its own science facilities.[5]
Vice major of Nanjing, Lu Bing, is responsible for the oversight of the Management Committee of Xianlin University City as of 2014.[6]

Education
Higher education organizations within Xialin University City include:

Nanjing College of Information Technology[7]
Nanjing Foreign Language School, Xianlin Campus[8]

Nanjing Forest Police College[9]
Nanjing Normal University[3]

Nanjing Medical University
Nanjing University's Xianlin campus[3]

Nanjing University of Chinese Medicine[3][10]

Nanjing University of Finance and Economics[3]

Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications[3]

Nanjing University of Zijin
Yingtian Vocational Technical College
Zhongbei College[11]

The area around the Xianhe East States was planned as a scenic residential community. The Nanjing University is also a housing zone. Nanjing Sports 
Institute and Nanjing Normal University Station are commercial and business centres.[12] University and college graduates then become a pool of potential 
employees and researchers for the city's employers, such as organizations located within the Nanjing Economic and Technological Development Zone.[13]
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